Duplexed on-microbead binding assay for competitive inhibitor of epidermal growth factor receptor by quantitative flow cytometry.
Upon binding agonist, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is dimerized and auto-phosphorylated to activate downstream pathway that induces diverse physiology and pathology processes. Conventional methods for evaluation of EGFR inhibitors are limited. This study describes a duplexed on-microbead binding assay allowing competitive EGFR inhibitors to be quantificationally evaluated in vitro. Polystyrene microbeads barcoded by fluoresceine isothiocyanate fluorescence as high brightness and low brightness microspheres were coated with receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) ligand-epidermal growth factor (EGF)/stem cell factor (SCF) and ATP/GTP, respectively. High and low brightness microbeads were mixed and incubated with EGFR and its competitive inhibitor in binding assay buffer. Phycoerythrin (PE) fluorescence-labelled antibody was employed to report the level of EGFR binding to EGF/SCF and ATP/GTP. Values were numbered via PE molecules assessed by quantitative flow cytometry. Results from this study demonstrated that incubation with EGFR identified by PE-labelled antibody can make EGF- and ATP-coated microbeads luminous. And EGF or ATP-competitive EGFR inhibitors, respectively, alleviated this in a concentration-dependent manner. Coating microbeads with SCF or GTP as a negative control cannot capture EGFR. The duplexed on-microbead binding assay in this study might be useful for discovering ligand- and ATP-competitive EGFR inhibitors in a rapid and quantificational approach.